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Abstract
A new family of multivariate distributions, which shall be termed multivector variate
distributions, based in the family of the multivariate contoured elliptically distri-
bution is proposed. Several particular cases of multivector variate distributions are
obtained and a number of published multivariate distributions in another contexts
are found as simple corollaries. An application of interest in finance is full derived
and compared with the traditional methods.
1 Introduction
Models of phenomena in nature are intrinsically complex and involve a priori several random
variables which depend each other. The researcher expect to discover or model such laws in a
parametric or non parametric way. With observational data the expert tries to estimates the
model in order to fit or predict different stages of interest, however the mathematics behind
a model allowing the stochastic dependency of the variables becomes complex very fast.
Then some ideal assumptions must be made involving independent variables. To clarify this
point, we consider a simple example. Consider to model probabilistically the precipitation
and the streamflow, based on the knowledge of a probabilistic distribution for each variate.
The last fact is usually simple to determine, because the expert can explain very well the
marginal distributions of the models, however, the joint distribution of those two variables
is difficult to handle. Then the behavior of both variables in a random bivariate is leaved to
the artificial explanation under independency. In our example, it is clear that any occurrence
of any event for streamflow depends on the occurrence of precipitation.
The literature has tackle the problem by constructing a dependent joint distribution via
some transformation, but it is based on independent variables, see for example Nadarajah
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(2007) and Nadarajah (2013). That approach based in the knowledge of the marginal distri-
butions is very interesting for application; in fact the above mention example in hydrology
and similar ones in finance have motivated mathematical developments in such area, see also
Chen and Novick (1984) and Olkin and Liu (2003), unfortunately, all of them are based in
some way in independent variables.
From the theoretical point of view, the referred multivariate case has been generalizsed to
the matrix case, by the so called bimatrix variate distributions, see Bekker et al. (2011) and
Dı´az-Garc´ıa, and Gutie´rrez-Ja´imez (2010a,b, 2011). The reader is also referred to Ehlers
(2011), which provides a complete revision of the works about such complex problem.
We quote again that the best advantage of the model consists of knowing the marginal
distribution of each variable, a simple requirement to fulfill in applied sciences, given the
records of univariate random research. The main problem to solve consists of proposing
a probabilistic dependent model with such marginal distributions. We set the solution as
follows: Section 2 gives some results on Jacobians, integrals and elliptical distributions.
Then Section 3 derives the family of joint distributions of several probabilistic dependent
random vectors with known marginal distributions. Such distribution which is indexed by
the general family of elliptical contoured distributions will be termed ”multi-vector variate
distribution”. As corollaries, several particular distributions of the literature are derived
straightforwardly, and a number of new distributions and versatile mixtures of distributions
are provided in Section 4. In Section 5, distributions studied in previous section are extended
to more general values of their parameters. Finally an applications in finance is full detailed
in Section 6.
2 Preliminary results
In this section we shown some results about Jacobians, integration and multivariate elliptical
contoured distributions necessary for the presentation of the results of this work. A detailed
study of these and other results can be consulted in Fang and Zhang (1990), Fang et al.
(1990) and Muirhead (2005).
First we propose some notations: if A ∈ ℜn×m denotes a matrix, this is, A have n
rows and m columns, then A′ ∈ ℜm×n denotes its transpose matrix, and if A ∈ ℜn×n
has an inverse, it shall be denoted by A−1 ∈ ℜn×n. An identity matrix shall be denoted
by I ∈ ℜn×n, to specified the size of the identity, we will use In. A null matrix shall be
denoted as 0 ≡ 0n×m ∈ ℜn×m. A ∈ ℜn×n is a symmetric matrix if A = A′ and if all their
eigenvalues are positive then A is positive definite matrix, which shall be denoted as A > 0.
The vectors shall be denoted also in bold style but in lower case. The Euclidean norm of a
vector x = (x1, . . . , xn)
′ ∈ ℜn will be denoted as ||x|| and is given by √x′x =√∑ni=1 x2i .
From Muirhead (2005, Theorem 2.1.3, p.55), we have,
Theorem 2.1. For the following transformation from rectangular coordinates x′ = (x1, . . . , xn)
to polar coordinates (s,h)′ = (s, θ1, . . . , θn−1):
x1 = s sin θ1 sin θ2 · · · sin θn−2 sin θn−1
x2 = s sin θ1 sin θ2 · · · sin θn−2 cos θn−1
x3 = s sin θ1 sin θ2 · · · sin θn−3 cos θn−2
... =
...
xn−1 = s sin θ1 cos θ2
xn = s cos θ1,
2
where, s > 0, θi ∈ (0, pi], i = 1, . . . , n− 2 and θn−1 ∈ (0, 2pi]. We have
n∧
i=1
dxi = s
n−1
n−2∏
i=1
sinn−i−1 θi
(
n−1∧
i=
dθi
)
∧ ds.
In this results is defined s2 = ‖x‖2. Then if we define s = r2, we obtain
n∧
i=1
dxi = 2
−1rn/2−1
n−2∏
i=1
sinn−i−1 θi
(
n−1∧
i=
dθi
)
∧ dr.
Denoting
n−2∏
i=1
sinn−i−1 θi
(
n−1∧
i=
dθi
)
,
as (h′dh), we obtain that
n∧
i=1
dxi = 2
−1rn/2−1(h′dh) ∧ dr.
Moreover, from the proof of Muirhead (2005, Theorem 1.5.5, pp. 36-37 and Thoerem 2.1.15,
p. 70), we have ∫
h∈V1,n
(h′dh) =
2pin/2
Γ[n/2]
,
where in general, Vm,n denotes the Stiefel manifold, the space of all matrices H1 ∈ ℜn×m
(n ≥ m) with orthogonal columns, so that H′1H1 = Im. Thus
Vm,n = {H1 ∈ ℜn×m|H′1H1 = Im}.
Note that, when m = 1, then
V1,n = {h ∈ ℜn : ‖h‖2 = 1},
the unit sphere in ℜn. This is, of course, an (n−1)-dimensional surface in ℜn, see Muirhead
(2005, Section 2.1.4, pp. 67-72).
Thus we can propose an important Jacobian.
Theorem 2.2. Let y =
(
1− ||x||2)− 12 x, with x,y ∈ ℜn, then
(dy) =
(
1− ||x||2)−(n2 +1) (dx).
Proof. Define v = ||y||2 = (1− ||x||2)−1 ||x||2 and w = ||x||2, then by Muirhead (2005, Th.
2.1.14),
(dy) = 2−1v
n
2
−1(dv) ∧ (h′dh), h ∈ V1,n
and
(dx) = 2−1w
n
2
−1(dw) ∧ (g′dg), g ∈ V1,n,
then
(dv) = 2v−(
n
2
−1)(dy) ∧ (h′dh), h ∈ V1,n (1)
and
(dw) = 2w−(
n
2
−1)(dx) ∧ (g′dg), g ∈ V1,n, (2)
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also v = (1− w)−1w = (1 − w)−1(1− (1− w)) = (1− w)−1 − 1, thus
(dv) = abs
(
(dw)
(1− w)2
)
. (3)
Uniqueness of (h′dh) and substitution of (1) and (2) in (3) imply that (dy) = v
n
2
−1
(1−w)2 (dx).
Thus using y =
(
1− ||x||2)− 12 x, v = ||y||2 and w = ||x||2, the required result is obtained.
Next we provide from Muirhead (2005) a summary about elliptically contoured distribu-
tion theory; see also Fang and Zhang (1990) and Fang et al. (1990). Let y = (y1, . . . , yn)
′ ∈
ℜn, then y is said to have a multivariate elliptically contoured distribution if its characteristic
function takes the form
φy(t) = exp(it
′
µ)ψ(t′Σt),
where t and µ are n-dimensional vectors and ψ : [0,∞)→ ℜ, |ψ(t)| ≤ 1 for t ∈ ℜ+0 . It implies
that all marginal distributions are elliptical and all marginal density functions of dimension
k < n have the same functional form. For example, take t = (t′1|0′)′, y =
(
y1
y2
)
,
µ =
(
µ1
µ2
)
, Σ =
(
Σ11 Σ12
Σ21 Σ22
)
, where t1, y1 and µ1 are k×1 and Σ11 is k×k, then via
the characteristic function we have that y1 ∼ Ek(µ1,Σ11, ψ). Provided they exist, E(y) = µ
and Cov(y) = cΣ, where c = −2ψ′(0). Thus, all distributions in the class En(µ,Σ, ψ) have
the same mean µ and the same correlation matrix P = (ρij), with
ρij =
Cov(yi, yj)√
Var(yi)
√
Var(yj)
=
cσij√
cσii
√
cσjj
=
σij√
σii
√
σjj
.
Note that if any marginal distribution is normal, then y is normal. Observe also that
if y = (y1, . . . , yn)
′ ∼ Nn(µ,Σ), and Σ is diagonal, then y1, . . . , yn are all independent.
In general, let y = (y1, . . . , yn)
′ ∼ En(µ,Σ, ψ) and Σ is diagonal, if y1, . . . , yn are all
independent, then y is normal.
Now, the density function of the elliptical contoured n-dimensional vector y, with respect
to the Lebesgue measure in ℜn, is given by
dFy(y) =
1
|Σ|1/2h
{[
(y − µ)′Σ−1(y − µ)]} (dy), (4)
where µ ∈ ℜn, Σ ∈ ℜn×n, Σ > 0 and (dY) = ∧ni=1 dyi, i = 1, . . . , n. The function
h : ℜ → [0,∞) is termed the generator function and satisfies ∫∞
0
un−1h(u2)du <∞. Such a
distribution is denoted by y ∼ En(µ,Σ, h).
This class of distributions includes the Normal, t-Student (which includes the t and
Cauchy distributions), Laplace, Bessel and Kotz, among other distributions. Some specific
matrix-variate Elliptical densities are presented in Table 1, also see Fang and Zhang (1990).
When µ = 0n, Σ = In , such distribution is termed vector variate spherical distribution
and shall be denoted as Y ∼ En(0, In, h). In other words, y is said to have a spherical
distribution if y and Hy have the same distribution for all n × n orthogonal matrices H.
Moreover, the spherical density depends on y only through the value of y′y.
Now, assume that x ∼ En(0, I, h), i.e.
dFx(x) = h(||x||2)(dx).
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Table 1: Explicit forms of the densities of the elliptical distributions.
Elliptical law Densitya
Pearson VIIb
Γ[q]
(rπ)n/2Γ[q − n/2]̺
(
1 +
W
r
)
−q
r > 0 and q > n/2
Kotz typec
sr(2q+n−2)/2s Γ[n/2]
πn/2Γ [(2q + n− 2)/2s] ̺
W q−1 exp (−rW s)
r, s > 0 and 2q + n > 2
Besseld
W 1/2
2q+n−1 πn/2 rn+q Γ[q + n/2] ̺
Kq
(
W 1/2
r
)
r > 0 and q > −n/2
Pearson II
Γ[q + 1 + n/2]
πn/2 Γ[q + 1] ̺
(1−W )q
q ∈ ℜ and W ≤ 1
aWhere W = (y − µ)′Σ−1(y − µ) and ̺ = |Σ|1/2
bParticularly, when q = (n + r)/2 we obtain the matrix-variate t-distribution. And when r = 1 the
matrix-variate Cauchy distribution is obtained.
cIf we take q = s = 1 and r = 1/2 we obtain the matrix-variate normal distribution.
dWith
Kq(z) =
π
2
I−q(z)− Iq(z)
sin(qπ)
, | arg(z)| < π,
with q an integer, is the modified Bessel function of the third kind and
Iq(z) =
∞∑
k=0
1
k!Γ[k + q + 1]
(
z
2
)q+2k
, |z| <∞, | arg(z)| < π.
Also, note that for q = 0 and r = σ/
√
2, σ > 0, the matrix-variate Laplace distribution is obtained.
Consider the change of rectangular coordinates into polar coordinates, x → (s,g), then by
Theorem 2.1
dFs,g(s,g) = 2
−1sn/2−1h(s)(ds) ∧ (g′dg), s > 0, ||g||2 = 1.
Integration over g ∈ V1,n gives
dFs(s) =
pin/2
Γ[n/2]
sn/2−1h(s)(ds), s > 0.
Set r = s1/2, then (ds) = 2r(dr) and
dFr(r) =
2pin/2
Γ[n/2]
sn−1h(r2)(dr).
Observe also that
1 =
∫
x∈ℜn
h(||x||2)(dx),
so by the change of variable z = as, with (ds) = (dz)a , we have that
1 =
∫
s>0
pin/2
Γ[n/2]
sn/2−1h(s)(ds) =
pin/2
Γ[n/2]
∫
z>0
(z
a
)n/2−1
h
(z
a
) (dz)
a
.
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Thus we get that ∫
z>0
zn/2−1h
(z
a
)
(dz) =
an/2Γ[n/2]
pin/2
. (5)
3 Multivector variate theory
In this apart we derive a number of multivector variate distribution. The technique can be
replicated with several mixtures or marginal distributions, which depends on the particular
phenomena of interest and a previous knowledge of the marginal distributions.
3.1 Multivector variate elliptical distribution
Assume that x ∼ En(µ,Σ, h), with Σ > 0, then
dFx(x) = |Σ|− 12h
(
(x− µ)′Σ′(x− µ)) (dx).
Now consider the following partition of x, µ and Σ
x =


x1
...
xk

 ∈ ℜn,µ =


µ1
...
µk

 ,xi,µi ∈ ℜni , k∑
i=1
ni = n,
Σ =


Σ11 0 · · · 0
0 Σ22 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · Σkk

 ,Σii > 0,Σii ∈ ℜni×ni , i = 1, . . . , k.
Then we have
dFx1,...,xk(x1, . . . ,xk) =
k∏
i=1
|Σii|−1/2h
(
k∑
i=1
(xi − µi)′Σ−1ii (xi − µi)
)
k∧
i=1
(dxi). (6)
This joint distribution define a multivector variate which shall be termed multivector variate
elliptical distribution. It will be denoted as
x =


x1
...
xk

 ∼MEn(n1, . . . , nk;µ1, . . . ,µk;Σ11, . . . ,Σkk;h).
3.2 Multivector variate log-elliptical distribution
Now assume that x = logv, x,v ∈ ℜn, and logv = (log v1, . . . , log vn)′. If x ∼ En(µ,Σ, h),
then v is said to have a log-elliptical distribution, see Fang et al. (1990).
Consider that x = logv ∼ MEn(n1, . . . , nk;µ1, . . . ,µk;Σ11, . . . ,Σkk;h), where xi =
logvi, i = 1, . . . , k, then we say that v = (v1, . . . ,vk)
′ has a multivector log-elliptical distri-
bution, denoted as
v =


v1
...
vk

 ∼MLEn(n1, . . . , nk;µ1, . . . ,µk;Σ11, . . . ,Σkk;h).
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Moreover, making the change of variable (x1, . . . ,xk)
′ = (logv1, . . . , logvk)′, we have
that
k∧
i=1
(dxi) =
(
n1∏
i=1
v−1i
)
· · ·
(
nk∏
i=1
v−1i
)
k∧
i=1
(dvi)
=
k∏
j=1
nj∏
i=1
v−1i
k∧
i=1
(dvi).
And by (6) we obtain
dFv1,...,vk(v1, . . . ,vk) =
k∏
j=1
[
|Σjj |−n/2
( nj∏
i=1
v−1i
)]
× h
(
k∑
i=1
(logvi − µi)′Σ−1ii (logvi − µi)
)
k∧
i=1
(dvi) (7)
This distribution is multifunctional because we can find a number of new models. For exam-
ple, we can obtain multivector variate mixed distribution, namely, a part of the multivector
v can follow a multivector variate elliptical distribution and the remaining part indexed by
multivector variate log-elliptical law. This fact will be denoted as
(
x
v
)
=


x1
...
xk1
v1
...
vk2


∼MELEn(n1, . . . , nk;µ1, . . . ,µk;Σ11, . . . ,Σkk;h),
with k1 + k2 = k, xi ∈ ℜni , vi ∈ ℜni , n =
∑k
i=1 ni and the corresponding joint distribution
is given by
dFx1,...,xk1 ,v1,...,vk2 (x1, . . . ,xk1 ,v1, . . . ,vk2 )
=
k1∏
i=1
|Σii|−n/2
k2∏
j=1
[
|Σjj |−n/2
(
nj∏
r=1
v−1r
)]
×h
(
k1∑
i=1
(xi − µi)′Σ−1ii (logxi − µi)
+
k2∑
j=1
(logvj − µj)′Σ−1jj (log vj − µj)

 k1∧
i=1
(dxi)
k2∧
j=1
(dvj).
Note that in this distribution, the variables xi, i = 1, . . . , k1 are probabilistically de-
pendent, the same property follows for the variables vr, r = 1, . . . , k2. Moreover, for all
i = 1, . . . , k1 and r = 1, . . . , k2, the variates xi and vr are also probabilistically dependent.
This family of distribution can be termed as multivector variate elliptical-log-elliptical dis-
tribution. In particular, for k1 = k2 = 1 this distribution can be proposed as the joint
distribution for modeling two random variables x and v with certain marginal distribution;
for example, x could follow a t-Student distribution and v a log t-Student distribution; we
highlight again that the addressed joint distribution considers a probabilistic dependency
between the two random variables x and v.
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3.3 Multivector variate T-distribution (or Pearson type VII)
Recall that if x ∼ Nn(0, I) and s2 ∼ χ2ν are independent, then t = s−1x has a multivariate
t distribution. Now consider that

x0
x1
...
xk

 ∼MEn(n0, . . . , nk;0, . . . ,0;σ20In0 , . . . , σ2kInk ;h),
and define s0 = ||x0||2 and ti = s−1/20 xi, i = 1, . . . , k. Then
k∧
i=0
(dxi) = 2
−1sn0/2−10
k∏
i=1
s
ni/2
0 (ds0) ∧ (g′dg) ∧
(
k∧
i=1
(dti)
)
, g ∈ V1,n0 .
Thus
dFx0,...,xk(x0, . . . ,xk) =
(
k∏
i=1
σ−nii
)
h
(
k∑
i=0
σ−2i ||xi||2
)
k∧
i=1
(dxi) (8)
so
dFs0,g,t1,...,tk(s0,g, t1, . . . , tk) =
s
n∗/2−1
0
2
∏k
i=0 σ
ni
i
× h
(
σ−20 s0 + s0
k∑
i=1
σ−2i ||ti||2
)
(ds0) ∧ (g′dg) ∧
k∧
i=1
(dti), (9)
where n∗ = n0 + n1 + · · ·+ nk. Integration over g ∈ V1,n0 gives
dFs0,t1,...,tk(s0, t1, . . . , tk) =
pin0/2
Γ [n0/2]
∏k
i=0 σ
ni
i
s
n∗/2−1
0
× h
(
σ−20
(
1 + σ20
k∑
i=1
σ−2i ||ti||2
)
s0
)
(ds0) ∧
(
k∧
i=1
(dti)
)
. (10)
Remark 3.1. According to the definition of this distribution, we shall see that the random
variable s0 follows a generalised χ
2 distribution (or generalised gamma distribution), see
Fang and Zhang (1990), and t = (t′1, . . . , t
′
k)
′ has a multivector variate t-distribution (or
Pearson type VII). Also note that s0 and t are probabilistically dependent. Finally, this
family of distribution defines a multivector variate χ2 generalisada-t distribution.
From (5), the integral with respect to s0 is given by
dFt1,...,tk(t1, . . . , tk) =
Γ [n∗/2]σn
∗/2
0
Γ [n0/2]pin
∗/2
∏k
i=0 σ
ni
i
×
(
1 + σ20
k∑
i=1
σ−2i ||ti||2
)−n∗/2 k∧
i=1
(dti). (11)
Finally, let βi = σ
2
i /σ
2
0 , then
dFt1,...,tk(t1, . . . , tk) =
Γ [n∗/2]
∏k
i=1 β
−ni/2
i
Γ [n0/2]pin
∗/2
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×
(
1 +
k∑
i=1
β−1i ||ti||2
)−n∗/2 k∧
i=1
(dti). (12)
We refer it as the multivector variate t distribution and it will be denoted by
t =


t1
...
tk

 ∼Mtn(n0, . . . , nk;β1, . . . , βk).
3.4 Multivector variate Pearson type II
Recall that if s2 ∼ χ2ν and x ∼ Nn(0, I) are independent, then r = (s2 + ||x||2)−n/2x is
said to have a multivariate Pearson type II distribution. Moreover, if t has a multivariate
t distribution, then r = (1 + ||t||2)−n/2t has also a Person type II distribution, see Dickey
(1967).
With that remark in mind, assume that t ∼ Mtn(n0, . . . , nk;β1, . . . , βk) and define
ti = (1− ||ri||2)−n/2ri, i = 1, . . . , k, then
k∧
i=1
(dti) =
k∏
i=1
(1− ||ri||2)−(ni/2+1)
k∧
i=1
(dri).
And
dFr1,...,rk(r1, . . . , rk) =
Γ [n∗/2]
∏k
i=1 β
−ni/2
i
Γ [n0/2]pin
∗/2
×
(
1 +
k∑
i=1
β−1i ||(1 − ||ri||2)−n/2ri||2
)−n∗/2 k∏
i=1
(1− ||ri||2)−(ni/2+1)
k∧
i=1
(dri).
Noting that
1 +
k∑
i=1
β−1i ||(1− ||ri||2)−n/2ri||2 =
k∏
i=1
(
1− ||ri||2
)−1
×

 k∏
i=1
(
1− ||ri||2
)
+
k∑
i=1
k∏
j=1,j 6=i
β−1i
(
1− ||rj ||2
) ||ri||2

 .
Then
dFr1,...,rk(r1, . . . , rk) =
Γ [n∗/2)
∏k
i=1 β
−ni/2
i
Γ [n0/2]pin
∗/2
k∏
i=1
(1− ||ri||2)
∑k
j=1,j 6=i(ni/2+1)−1
×

 k∏
i=1
(
1− ||ri||2
)
+
k∑
i=1
k∏
j=1,j 6=i
β−1i
(
1− ||rj ||2
) ||ri||2


−n∗/2
k∧
i=1
(dri).
This law shall be termed multivector variate Pearson type II distribution, with notation
r =


r1
...
rk

 ∼MPIIn (n0, . . . , nk;β1, . . . , βk).
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In a similar way to the multivector variate χ2 generalised t distribution, if we define ti = (1−
||ri||2)−n/2ri, i = 1, . . . , k, then we obtain the so called multivector variate χ2 generalised-
Pearson type II distribution:
dFs0,r1,...,rk(s0, r1, . . . , rk) =
pin0/2s
n∗/2−1
0
Γ [n0/2]
∏k
i=1 σ
ni
i
×h
(
σ−20
(
1 + σ20
k∑
i=1
σ−2i ||(1 − ||ri||2)−n/2ri||2
)
s0
)
×
k∏
i=1
(1− ||ri||2)−(ni/2+1)(ds0) ∧
(
k∧
i=1
(dri)
)
,
=
pin0/2s
n∗/2−1
0
Γ [n0/2]
∏k
i=1 σ
ni
i
h
(
σ−20
(
1 + σ20
k∑
i=1
σ−2i (1− ||ri||2)||ri||2
)
s0
)
×
k∏
i=1
(1− ||ri||2)−(ni/2+1)(ds0) ∧
(
k∧
i=1
(dri)
)
.
Note that the procedure implemented in this section can be generalised and used for
deriving an uncountable number of combinations of families of distributions in the setting
of multivector variate distributions.
4 Some related distributions
In this section we derive several consequences implicit in the results of the previous apart.
In general, we start with a multivector variate distribution and we are interested in the
joint distribution of the square norms of each subvector, the the multivariate distribution is
obtained in such way that the random components are probabilistically dependent. In the
same way a logarithmic distribution and its generalisation are derived. Moreover, several
particular distributions of the literature are derived straightforwardly. We also remark that
the distributions here derived are of a multivariate type.
4.1 Multivariate generalised χ2 distribution
Assume that
x = (x′1, . . . ,x
′
k)
′ ∼MEn(n1, . . . , nk;0, . . . ,0;σ21In1 , . . . , σ2kInk ;h),
this is
x =


x1
...
xk

 ∈ ℜn,µ =


0
...
0

 ,xi ∈ ℜni , k∑
i=1
ni = n,
Σ =


σ21In1 0 · · · 0
0 σ22In2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · σ2kInk

 ,
where σ2i > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , k.
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Then
dFx1,...,xk(x1, . . . ,xk) =
k∏
i=1
(σi)
ni/2h
(
k∑
i=1
σ−2i ||xi||2
)
k∧
i=1
(dxi).
Define ui = ||xi||2, then writing xi = tigi, ti > 0, i = 1, . . . , k, gi ∈ V1,ni . We have that
ui = ||xi||2 = ||tigi||2 = t2i ||gi||2 = t2i . Then
k∧
i=1
(dxi) =
k∧
i=1
(
2−1uni/2−1i (dui)(g
′
idgi)
)
= 2−k
k∏
i=1
u
ni/2−1
i
k∧
i=1
(dui) ∧
k∧
i=1
(g′idgi).
Observing that
∫
g1∈V1,n1
· · ·
∫
gk∈V1,nk
k∧
i=1
(g′idgi) =
k∏
i=1
∫
gi∈V1,ni
(g′idgi) =
k∏
i=1
2pini/2
Γ [ni/2]
=
2kpin/2∏k
i=1 Γ [ni/2]
, (13)
where n = n1 + · · ·+ nk. Then, we finally obtain
dFu1,...,uk(u1, . . . , uk) =
pin/2∏k
i=1 (σ
ni
i Γ [ni/2])
h
(
k∑
i=1
σ−2i ui
)
k∏
i=1
u
ni/2−1
i
k∧
i=1
(dui), (14)
which shall be termed multivariate generalised χ2 distribution, a function denoted by
u =


u1
...
uk

 ∼ Gχ2k (n1, . . . , nk;σ21 , . . . , σ2k;h) .
This sets a proposal for different multivariate distributions, with probabilistic dependent el-
ements, see Chen and Novick (1984), Libby and Novick (1982), and Olkin and Liu (2003).
Without any exception, they start with a joint distribution of independent variables and a
set of transformations generate a set of dependent variables. In our case, we start with a join
density function that, except in the Gaussian case, provides a priori probabilistic dependent
variables.
4.2 Multivariate Beta type I distribution
Assume that r = (r′1, . . . , r
′
k)
′ ∼MPIIn (n0, . . . , nk;β1, . . . , βk), and define bi = ||ri||2. If we
set ri = tigi, ti > 0, i = 1, . . . , k, gi ∈ V1,ni . We obtain bi = ||ri||2 = ||tigi||2 = t2i ||gi||2 = t2i .
Hence
k∧
i=1
(dri) =
k∧
i=1
(
2−1bni/2−1i (dbi)(g
′
idgi)
)
= 2−k
k∏
i=1
b
ni/2−1
i
k∧
i=1
(dbi) ∧
k∧
i=1
(g′idgi).
Thus
dFb1,...,bk,g1,...,gk(b1, . . . , bk,g1, . . . ,gk) =
Γ [n∗/2]
∏k
i=1 β
−ni/2
i
Γ [n0/2]pi
∑k
i=1 ni/2
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×

 k∏
i=1
(1− bi) +
k∑
i=1
k∏
j=1,j 6=i
β−1i (1− bj)bi


−n∗/2
×
k∏
i=1
(1 − bi)
∑k
j=1,j 6=i nj/2−12−k
k∏
i=1
b
ni/2−1
i
k∧
i=1
(dbi) ∧
k∧
i=1
(g′idgi).
Integrating with respect to gi ∈ V1,ni , i = 1, . . . , k by using (13), the marginal density
of b1, . . . , bk follows
dFb1,...,bk(b1, . . . , bk) =
∏k
i=1 β
−ni/2
i
Dk [n0/2, . . . , nk/2]
×

 k∏
i=1
(1− bi) +
k∑
i=1
k∏
j=1,j 6=i
β−1i (1− bj)bi


−n∗/2
×
k∏
i=1
(1− bi)
∑k
j=1,j 6=i nj/2−1
k∏
i=1
b
ni/2−1
i
k∧
i=1
(dbi),
where
Dk [n0/2, . . . , nk/2] =
k∏
i=0
Γ [ni/2]
Γ [n∗/2]
,
recall that n∗ = n0 + n1 + · · ·+ nk.
The distribution is termed multivariate beta type I distribution and it will be denoted as
b =


b1
...
bk

 ∼MβIk (n0, . . . , nk;β1, . . . , βk) .
This distribution was proposed by Libby and Novick (1982). But it was derived from
a product of independent Gamma densities, then a random vector was constructed with
dependent beta type I random variables expressed as quotients of the gamma variates. Note
that when αi = ni/2 and λi = 1/βi, i = 1, . . . , r are set in our distribution, the density of
Libby and Novick (1982) is obtained.
4.3 Multivariate beta type II distribution
This distribution is also known as the multivariate F distribution.
Suppose that t = (t′1, . . . , t
′
k)
′ ∼Mtn(n0, . . . , nk;β1, . . . , βk), this is
dFt1,...,tk(t1, . . . , tk) =
Γ [n∗/2]
∏k
i=1 β
−ni/2
i
Γ [n0/2]pi
∑
k
i=1 ni/2
×
(
1 +
k∑
i=1
β−1i ||ti||2
)−n∗/2 k∧
i=1
(dti).
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Let fi = ||ti||2, i = 1, . . . , k. Then by the factorisation ti = wigi, wi > 0, gi ∈ V1,ni , we
obtain fi = ||ti||2 = w2i . Thus
k∧
i=1
(dti) =
k∧
i=1
(
2−1fni/2−1i (dfi)(g
′
idgi)
)
= 2−k
k∏
i=1
f
ni/2−1
i
(
k∧
i=1
dfi
)
∧
(
k∧
i=1
(g′idgi)
)
.
Using (13), the marginal distribution of f1, . . . , fk is given by
dFf1,...,fk(f1, . . . , fk) =
∏k
i=1 β
−ni/2
i
Dk [n0/2, . . . , nk/2]
×
k∏
i=1
f
ni/2−1
i
(
1 +
k∑
i=1
β−1i fi
)−n∗/2 k∧
i=1
(dfi),
a fact which shall be denoted by
f = (f1, . . . , fk)
′ ∼MβIIk (n0, . . . , nk, β1, . . . , βk).
This distribution was also derived by Libby and Novick (1982), starting with indepen-
dent gamma distributions and setting dependent quotients which lead to required distribu-
tion. They named it as the generalised F distribution. In our context it is obtained by
taking αi = ni/2 and λi = 1/βi, i = 1, . . . , r.
4.4 Multivariate generalised gamma-beta type I distribution
Suppose that (s0, r
′
1, . . . , r
′
k)
′ has a multivector variate generalised gamma-Pearson type II
distribution, then proceeding as in the multivariate beta type I distribution, we have that
dFs0,b1...,bk(s0, b1 . . . , bk) =
pin
∗/2s
n∗/2−1
0∏k
i=0 [σ
ni
i Γ [ni/2]]
k∏
i=1
(1− bi)−(ni/2+1)bni/2−1i
×h
[
s0σ
−2
0
(
1 + σ20
k∑
i=1
σ−2i (1− bi)bi
)]
(ds0) ∧
(
k∧
i=1
dbi
)
.
This law will be denoted as (s0, b1, . . . , bk)
′ ∼MGβIk+1(n0, . . . , nk;σ20 , . . . , σ2k;h).
4.5 Multivariate generalised gamma-beta type II distribution
Assume that (s0, t
′
1, . . . , t
′
k)
′ has a multivector variate generalised gamma-Pearson type VII
distribution, then if we proceed as in the multivariate beta type II distribution, then we get
that
dFs0,f1...,fk(s0, f1 . . . , fk) =
pin
∗/2s
n∗/2−1
0∏k
i=0 [σ
ni
i Γ [ni/2]]
k∏
i=1
f
ni/2−1
i
×h
[
s0σ
−2
0
(
1 + σ20
k∑
i=1
σ−2i fi
)]
(ds0) ∧
(
k∧
i=1
dfi
)
.
A fact that will be denoted by
(s0, f1, . . . , fk)
′ ∼MGβIIk+1(n0, . . . , nk;σ20 , . . . , σ2k;h).
This distribution shall be termed multivariate generalised gamma-beta type II distribution.
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4.6 Multivariate gamma-log gamma distributions
Suppose that
u ∼MGχ2k(n1, . . . , nk1 ;m1, . . . ,mk2 ;σ21 , . . . , σ2k1 ; δ21 , . . . , δ2k2 ;h),
where
u =
[
u
w
]
=


u1
...
uk1
w1
...
wk2


,
and k1 + k2 = k. Then
dFu1,...,uk1 ,w1,...,wk2 (u1, . . . , uk1 , w1, . . . , wk2 )
=
pi
∑k1
i=1 ni/2+
∑k2
j=1 mj/2∏k1
i=1 (σ
ni
i Γ [ni/2])
∏k2
i=1
(
δ
mj
j Γ [mj/2]
) k1∏
i=1
u
ni/2−1
i
k2∏
i=1
w
mj/2−1
j
×h

 k1∑
i=1
σ−2i ui +
k2∑
j=1
δ−2j wj

( k1∧
i=1
dui
)
∧

 k2∧
j=1
dwj

 .
Define yj = logwj , dwj = exp(yj)dyj , j = 1, . . . , k2. Hence
(
k1∧
i=1
dui
)
∧

 k2∧
j=1
dwj

 = exp

 k2∑
j=1
yj

( k1∧
i=1
dui
)
∧

 k2∧
j=1
dyj

 .
Then the joint density function of u1, . . . , uk1 , y1, . . . , yk2 is given by
dFu1,...,uk1 ,y1,...,yk2 (u1, . . . , uk1 , y1, . . . , yk2)
=
pi
∑k1
i=1 ni/2+
∑k2
j=1 mj/2∏k1
i=1 (σ
ni
i Γ [ni/2])
∏k2
i=1
(
δ
mj
j Γ [mj/2]
) exp

 k2∑
j=1
mjyj
2

 k1∏
i=1
u
ni/2−1
i
×h

 k1∑
i=1
σ−2i ui +
k2∑
j=1
δ−2j exp(yi)


(
k1∧
i=1
dui
)
∧

 k2∧
j=1
dyj

 .
This fact will be denoted as

u1
...
uk1
y1
...
yk2


∼MG logGk(n1, . . . , nk1 ;m1, . . . ,mk2 ;σ21 , . . . , σ2k1 ; δ21 , . . . , δ2k2 ;h).
Note that for k2 = 0 we obtain the multivariate gama distribution and for k1 = 0 we have
the multivariate log-gamma distribution.
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5 Extended parameter distributions
The reader can check that according to the origin of the distributions, they depends on
parameters ni which literature usually restricts to ni ∈ N. However, such expressions
(densities) are also valid when the n′is ∈ N are replaced by the parameters αi ∈ ℜ+ (αi >
0), specifically, we will replace ni/2 by αi, i = 0, . . . , n and define α
∗ = α0 + α1 + · · ·+ αk.
This section defines some previously derived distributions into the new parametrical space.
The implications in the associated inference can be of interest in some situations, because it
enlarges the parametric space avoiding the complexity of integer optimisations and allowing
real parameter estimation.
5.1 Multivector variate t (or Pearson type VII) distribution
dFt1,...,tk(t1, . . . , tk) =
Γ [α∗]
∏k
i=1 β
−αi
i
Γ [α0]πα
∗
(
1 +
k∑
i=1
β−1i ||ti||
2
)
−α∗ k∧
i=1
(dti), (15)
where α0 > 0, αi > 0, βi > 0, ti ∈ ℜni , i = 1, . . . , k, with n0 + · · ·+ nk = n. We refer it as
the multivector variate t distribution and it will be denoted by
t = (t′1, . . . , t
′
k) ∼Mtn(α0, . . . , αk;β1, . . . , βk).
5.2 Multivector variate Pearson type II distribution
dFr1,...,rk(r1, . . . , rk) =
Γ [α∗]
∏k
i=1 β
−αi
i
Γ [α0]piα
∗
k∏
i=1
(
1− ||ri||2
)∑k
j=1,j 6=i(αi+1)−1
×

 k∏
i=1
(
1− ||ri||2
)
+
k∑
i=1
k∏
j=1,j 6=i
β−1i
(
1− ||rj ||2
) ||ri||2


−α∗
k∧
i=1
(dri),
with α0 > 0, αi > 0, βi > 0, i = 1, . . . , k.
r = (r′1, . . . , r
′
k) ∼MPIIn (α0, . . . , αk;β1, . . . , βk).
5.3 Multivector variate generalised gamma-Pearson type VII dis-
tribution
If (s0, t
′
1, . . . , t
′
k)
′ ∼MGPV IIn (α0, . . . , αk;σ20 , . . . , σ2k;h), then is density is
dFs0,t1,...,tk(s0, t1, . . . , tk) =
piα0
Γ [α0]
∏k
i=0 σ
2αi
i
sα
∗−1
0
×h
(
σ−20
(
1 + σ20
k∑
i=1
σ−2i ||ti||2
)
s0
)
(ds0) ∧
(
k∧
i=1
(dti)
)
,
where αi > 0, σi > 0, i = 1, . . . , k.
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5.4 Multivector variate generalised gamma-Pearson type II distri-
bution
dFs0,r1,...,rk(s0, r1, . . . , rk) =
piα0sα
∗−1
0
Γ [α0]
∏k
i=1 σ
2αi
i
×h
(
σ−20
(
1 + σ20
k∑
i=1
σ−2i (1− ||ri||2)||ri||2
)
s0
)
×
k∏
i=1
(1− ||ri||2)−(αi+1)(ds0) ∧
(
k∧
i=1
(dri)
)
. (16)
where αi > 0, σi > 0, i = 1, . . . , k. We shall denotes this fact as (s0, r
′
1, . . . , r
′
k)
′ ∼
MGPIIn (α0, . . . , αk;σ20 , . . . , σ2k;h).
5.5 Multivariate generalised gamma distribution
dFu1,...,uk(u1, . . . , uk) =
pi
∑k
i=1 αi∏k
i=1
(
σ2αii Γ (αi)
)h
(
k∑
i=1
σ−2i ui
)
k∏
i=1
uαi−1i
k∧
i=1
(dui), (17)
with αi > 0, σi > 0, i = 1, . . . , k. This fact shall be denoted as u = (u1, . . . , uk)
′ ∼
MGk
(
α1, . . . , αk;σ
2
1 , . . . , σ
2
k;h
)
.
5.6 Multivariate beta type I distribution
For b = (b1 . . . , bk)
′,
dFb1,...,bk(b1, . . . , bk) =
∏k
i=1 β
−αi
i
Dk [α0, . . . , αk]

 k∏
i=1
(1− bi) +
k∑
i=1
k∏
j=1,j 6=i
β−1i (1− bj)bi


−α∗
×
k∏
i=1
(1− bi)
∑k
j=1,j 6=i αj−1
k∏
i=1
bαi−1i
k∧
i=1
(dbi).
We shall denotes this distribution as, b ∼MβIk(α0, . . . , αk;β1, . . . , βk). In addition, observe
that α0 > 0, αi > 0, βi > 0, i = 1, . . . , k, and
Dk [α0, . . . , αk] =
k∏
i=0
Γ [αi]
Γ [α∗]
.
5.7 Multivariate beta type II distribution
dFf1,...,fk(f1, . . . , fk) =
∏k
i=1 β
−αi
i
Dk [α0, . . . , αk]
k∏
i=1
fαi−1i
×
(
1 +
k∑
i=1
β−2i fi
)−α∗ k∧
i=1
(dfi). (18)
where α0 > 0, αi > 0, βi > 0, i = 1 . . . , k. And this distribution shall be denoted by
f = (f1, . . . , fk)
′ ∼MβIIk (α0, . . . , αk;β1, . . . , βk).
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5.8 Multivariate generalised gamma-beta type I distribution
dFs0,b1,...,bk(s0, b1, . . . , bk) =
piα
∗
sα
∗−1
0∏k
i=0
(
σ2αii Γ[αi]
) k∏
i=1
(1− bi)−(αi+1)bαi−1i
×h
[
s0σ
−2
0
(
1 + σ20
k∑
i=1
σ−2i (1− bi)bi
)]
(ds0) ∧
(
k∧
i=1
(dbi)
)
.
with αi > 0, σi > 0, i = 0 . . . , k. This distribution shall be denoted as (s0, b1, . . . , bk)
′ ∼
MGβIk+1(α0, . . . , αk;σ20 , . . . , σ2k;h).
5.9 Multivariate generalised gamma-beta type II distribution
If (s0, f1, . . . , fk)
′ ∼MGβIIk+1(α0, . . . , αk;σ20 , . . . , σ2k;h), its density is
dFs0,f1,...,fk(s0, f1, . . . , fk) =
piα
∗
sα
∗−1
0∏k
i=0
(
σ2αii Γ[αi]
) k∏
i=1
fαi−1i
×h
[
s0σ
−2
0
(
1 + σ20
k∑
i=1
σ−2i fi
)]
(ds0) ∧
(
k∧
i=1
(dfi)
)
.
where αi > 0, σi > 0, i = 0 . . . , k. .
5.10 Multivariate generalised gamma-log gamma distribution
If 

u1
...
uk1
y1
...
yk2


∼MG logGk(α1, . . . , αk1 ; ρ1, . . . , ρk1 ;σ21 , . . . , σk21 ; δ21 , . . . , δk2 ;h),
its density function is given by
dFu1,...,uk1 ,y1,...,yk2 (u1, . . . , uk1 , y1, . . . , yk2)
=
pi
∑k1
i=1 αi+
∑k2
j=1 ρj exp
(∑k2
j=1 ρjyj
)
∏k1
i=1
(
σ2αii Γ[αi]
)∏k2
j=1
(
δ
2ρj
j Γ[ρj ]
) k1∏
i=1
uαi−1i
×h

 k1∑
i=1
σ−2i ui +
k2∑
j=1
δ−2j e
yj

( k1∧
i=1
dui
)
∧

 k2∧
j=1
dyj

 ,
where αi > 0, σi > 0, i = 1, . . . , k1; ρj > 0, δj > 0; j = 1, . . . k2, and k1 + k2 = k.
Finally, we must quote that the distribution of a subvector is straightforwardly derived
from the corresponding definition in the multivector variate case. In the same way, the
marginal of each element follows from the associated definition in the multivariate case. For
example, in the multivector variate t distribution, all subvector also follows a multivector
variate t distribution. In the multivariate beta case, each subvector has a multivariate beta
distribution and each element of the vector has beta distribution, an so on.
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6 Application to dependent financial variables
People and companies are interacting in a market of concern directed by ignorance of the
future. The new techniques of economic growth are based on an speculation in the financial
market in which a risk is assumed in order to obtain certain profitability. Over the years
the study of risk has become a competitive advantage for any operator of the financial mar-
ket, with this knowledge it is possible to obtain tools that allow analysing and evaluating
those patterns for a more successful prediction of the future, taking into account the circum-
stances that may affect the performance of his objectives and enjoying an advantage over
his competitors.
In this section we apply one of the results of the paper to real data in the Colombian
financial context. In this case we consider a dependent probabilistic model between the
Bancolombia preferential stock (PFBCOLOM) and the Colombian Security Exchange index
(COLCAP Index). Classical studies consider both variables as independent, but they are
clearly highly dependent each other.
The sample consist of m = 61 pairs of COLCAP Index and PFBCOLOM measured from
02/01/2018 to 02/04/2018. The random variable for the COLCAP Index will be denoted
by U , meanwhile V will represent the PFBCOLOM.
From a financial point of view, there is not a priori marginal or joint distribution for both
variables. The financial usualy studies consider a probabilistic models for each individual
variable, then the best fit for the sample is the starting point for the analysis. After some
trials, we found that the individual fit suggest for U and V a gamma distribution. Recall
that the gamma distribution is based on a Gaussian law, and we can define a generalised
gamma distribution under a general elliptical model. In particular, we can use an elliptical
distribution as themultivariate Kotz distribution, with parameters r, q and s, thus, we obtain
the Kotz-gamma distribution, which contains the gamma distribution when r = 1/2, q = s =
1, see Table 2. Then, we are in the context of Subsection 4.1, with a bivariate generalised
gamma distribution of random variables U and V .
Note that the addressed multivariate generalised χ2 distribution is valid also when the
ni/2
′s are positive real numbers. Thus, for enrichment the parametric space and the join
fit, we will set n1/2 = α > 0 and n2/2 = β > 0 as real numbers, then we finally will consider
the Subsection 5.5 to model our joint dependent data. Both variables U and V are defined
by the scale and shape real positive parameters, σ1, α and σ2, β, respectively.
Two uses of (17) must be addressed: first, it gives the bivariate density function which
models COLCAP Index and PFBCOLOM; and second, it provides the likelihood function
for the parameter estimation, under a dependence and independence random sample.
Recall that our goal is obtain the MLE (maximum likelihood estimation) of the interest
parameters assuming that the random variables V and U are probabilistically independent
and assuming that V = (v1, . . . , vm)
′ and U = (u1, . . . , um)′ are independent random sam-
ples, and; obtain the MLE of the same parameters, but now assuming that the random
variables V and U are probabilistically dependent and supposing that V = (v1, . . . , vm)
′
and U = (u1, . . . , um)
′ are dependent random samples.
We start with the maximum likelihood function of σ1, α, σ2, β given the dependent ran-
dom samplesV = (v1, . . . , vm)
′,U = (u1, . . . , um)′. In this case, both variables are measured
in the same day, then the sample sizes are equal, i.e. m = 61. To apply Table 2 in the depen-
dent case, we must note that n = 2m(α+ β), then the likelihood function for a generalised
gamma distribution is given by
L(σ1, α, σ2, β, h|u1, . . . , um, v1, . . . , vm)
=
pin/2
∏m
i=1 u
α−1
i
∏m
j=1 v
β−1
i
σ2mα1 σ
2mβ
2 Γ
m (α) Γm (β)
h (w) ,
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with w = σ−21
∑m
i=1 ui + σ
−2
2
∑m
j=1 vi. Then, the Log Likelihood function (L() = log L()),
for the Kotz-gamma distribution with positive parameters r, q and s, is written as
L(σ1, α, σ2, β, r, q, s|u1, . . . , um, v1, . . . , vm)
= log(s) + [q +m(α + β)− 1] log(r)/s+ log{Γ[m(α+ β)]}
− log{Γ[(q +m(α+ β)− 1)/s]}+ (α− 1)a+ (β − 1)b−m{2α log(σ1)
+2β log(σ2) + log[Γ(α)] + log[Γ(β)]} + (q − 1) log(w) − rws,
where a =
∑m
i=1 log(ui), b =
∑m
i=1 log(vi), c =
∑m
i=1 ui and d =
∑m
i=1 vi.
Now, the likelihood function under independence is the following product ofm generalised
gamma distributions :
L(σ1, α, h|u1, . . . , um) =
m∏
i=1
fi(σ1, α, ui),
where fi(σ1, α, ui) = pi
ασ−2α1 Γ
−1(α)uα−1i h(σ
−2
1 ui), for all i = 1, . . . ,m. A similar expression
is obtained for variable vj , j = 1, . . . ,m, with parameters σ2 and β.
Then, we find the following particular case of the log likelihood function for the esti-
mation of σ1 and α for Kotz-gamma distribution with parameters r, q, s and sample U =
(u1, . . . , um)
′:
L(σ1, α, r, q, s|u1, . . . , um)
= m log(s) +m(q + α− 1) log(r)/s −m log{Γ[(q + α− 1)/s]}
−2m(q + α− 1) log(σ1) + (q + α− 2)a− rσ−2s1 b
where a =
∑m
i=1 log(ui) and b =
∑m
i=1 u
s
i .
A similar expression for L(σ2, β, r, q, s|v1, . . . , vm) can be obtained.
Now, finding the MLE of the seven parameters in the dependent case is a typical problem
of optimisation, which usually have some issues. In particular the initial guess for the
starting point is problematic. In our case, we take advantage that the multivariate gamma
distribution belongs to multivariate Kotz-gamma distribution, when r = 1/2, q = s = 1, then
if we handle suitably such parameters from these values, then the general likelihood function
departures in some controlled sense from the gamma distribution. A second important
hint to be point out, considers that the MLE’s for the independent and dependent cases
coincides in the Gaussian case. Then we just need to used the well known theory of MLE’s
for gamma distribution. For instance, following Choi and Wette (1984), the MLE’s of the
scale parameter σ and the shape parameter α of the gamma distribution are approximated
by:
αˆ = (3 − t+
√
(t− 3)2 + 24t)/(12t), σˆ =
√√√√ m∑
i=1
ui/(2mαˆ),
where t = log (
∑m
i=1 ui/m)−
∑m
i=1 log(ui)/m.
In the financial problem under consideration, the MLE’s of the COLCAP Index (U) are:
σˆ1 = 0.717296, αˆ = 1472.087461.
And for the PFBCOLOM (V ), the corresponding MLE’s are given by:
σˆ2 = 3.473827, βˆ = 1290.788846.
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For a generalmultivariate Kotz-gamma distribution, approximated MLE’s are not published,
but we can find them by using the above initial starting point.
In the computations we use several optimisation methods included in the package OP-
TIMX of R, such as Nelder-Mead, L-BFGS-B, nlminb, among others. For the correctness
of the above gamma-estimates, we have applied the referred package in both log likelihood
dependent and independent functions indexed by r = 1/2, q = s = 1, and we find exactly
the same estimations.
Next we proceed to obtain the MLE of the seven parameters of the dependent bivari-
ate Kotz-gamma distribution of u and v. Using the gamma-estimates as initial points we
have that: σˆ1 = 1.249095, αˆ = 1472.083 σˆ2 = 6.049056, βˆ = 1290.885, rˆ = 0.2963556,
qˆ = 1.962216 and sˆ = 1.129982, the corresponding bivariate Kotz-gamma distribution is
displayed in Figure 1.
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28000
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32000
34000
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0e+00
1e−06
2e−06
3e−06
4e−06
Figure 1: MLE of the Kotz dependent model for the data
Meanwhile, the MLE of the five parameters of the two independent univariate Kotz-
gamma distributions of u and v, are given as follows:
For the random variable u, we have that σˆ1 = 0.7117504, αˆ = 1472.074, rˆ = 0.5018696,
qˆ = 1.000177 and sˆ = 0.9978606. And for the random variable v, we get σˆ2 = 3.482650,
βˆ = 1290.797, rˆ = 0.5002108, qˆ = 0.9999866 and sˆ = 1.0005263. The independent bivariate
Kotz gamma distribution is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: MLE of the Kotz dependent model for the data
By visually comparing the values of the estimators of the parameters of interest, it is
clear the importance of establishing whether the random variables under study and their
corresponding random samples are independent or not. It is important to note that it is not
interesting to compare statistically these values differ from the estimators of the parameters
under the two contexts, since they are solutions to different theoretical and/or practical
problems.
7 Conclusions
1. The multivector variate distributions, based on multivariate contoured elliptically dis-
tribution allow to model joint dependent variables, instead of the usual assumption of
independence. Moreover, the use of elliptical models instead of the classical Gaussian,
provides a robust way of modeling a number of real situations. Additionally, note
that the distributions obtained, in addition to being used as probabilistic models solve
the problem of finding the corresponding likelihood functions under independence and
dependence.
2. A real data taking from the Colombian financial context verified the importance to
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determine if the variables under study are independent or not and if the correspond-
ing random samples are also independent or not, since the estimators under the two
assumptions are not equal.
3. A number of open problems are of interest, for example, the study of the non central
case µ 6= 0 (in (4)) shall allow studied more complex real problems .
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